
Simplify and 
Streamline the 
Merger & 
Acquisition 
Process with 
the Help of AI Technology
The merger and acquisition process for Life Science Companies is known to take a significant amount of 
time and effort, particularly during the integration stage. 

One core element of the due diligence process is the careful review of all documentation from the acquired 
organization. One of the main issues experienced in all M&A activities is the ability to identify documents 
that were referenced in other documents.  Many times, a company will purchase a compound and receive 
thousands of documents. Until someone can manually go through all of those documents you actually don't 
know what you don't have. Typically, you'll find out 3 to 6 months after the compound is purchased and 
you'll have to go back to the sponsor that you originally purchased the outlicensed product. Unfortunately, 
that team has been disbanded and that data is back in an archive somewhere. It may take weeks or months 
to get what you need slowing down your progress along the way.

Court Square Group's RegDocs365 platform integrated with the GENAIZ RefAI Technology is the solution. 
Together, this integrated platform streamlines the process by applying autoclassification and reference 
checking to identify missing files and organize all files into a predetermined model.

THE SOLUTION

HERE'S HOW

The Court Square Group 
solution effectively 
migrates, centralizes, and 
organizes all digital 
content (documents, data, 
voice, and video files) into 
one, FDA-approved 
repository.

The intelligent data 
governance technology 
seamlessly characterizes, 
unifies, and stores a 
variety of multi-
structured data for easy 
searchability within the 
system.

Now, with the support of 
AI technology, you can 
analyze large quantities of 
data and documents 
quickly and accurately to 
ensure all required files 
are located and 
categorized properly. 



As a leading managed services technology company 
dedicated to empowering those who change lives in the 
pharmaceutical and life sciences space, Court Square 
partners with the market's most innovative AI technology 
companies to provide platforms and point solutions that 
accelerate decision-making, reduce operational costs, and 
improve company-wide productivity levels. Our 
partnership with RegDocs365 provides our clients and 
partners with technology that is private, secure, and 
regulatory compliant so they can move to market quickly. 

MEET COURT SQUARE GROUP

AND THE BENEFITS OF LEVERAGING THIS 
SUITE OF TECHNOLOGY SPEAKS FOR ITSELF. 

Can process more than 13,000 words per minute across thousands of files

1,000 �mes faster than conventional processing

2.3 �mes more accurate than human processing

RegDocs365 acts as a working library for acquired documents prior to ingesting into inhouse systems

Will present results in an FDA 21 CFR Part 11 audit compliant structure for easy review

Results classified in an FDA-approved DIA reference model, where appropriate

Return a list of missing references for you to examine

HOW DOES THE REFERENCE CHECKING ALGORITHM WORK?

All unmatched references is listed inside the list of missing references

MISSING FILES REFER BY...

SOP-VA-008 SOP-VA-002, SOP-VA-009, SOP-VA-014

SOP-VA-015 SOP-VA-014

SOP-PM-013 SOP-VA-011

SOP-PM-017 SOP-PM-003, SOP-PM-014

SOP-MA-003 SOP-PM-014

TP-DOC-002 SOP-VA-006

AI Powered search 
algorithm. 
Ability to effortlessly 
iden�fy and list 
unmatched and 
missing references in 
seconds. 

Regdocs365.com

(413) 746-0054(413) 746-0054

info@courtsquaregroup.com

RegDocs365 Solu�on Suite
Regulatory, Clinical, Manufacturing, M & A, Post Market

Driving the Business of Science with qualified hosting, validation, 
and the Audit Ready Compliant Cloud"' (ARCC) for Life Sciences.
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